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Editori~l ~\Vdcome to this e'Ntion.,.,rrw.etoric. 'lnis.time we have a bit

o{ tl chan~e \vith theMusosi~ni1l8ontls Assistant 'Ditor to
fJi\,1t~Simo" a bretlk {romallltishar~ \\!ork. Ma"H thanks to

Sim,.,,, 101' all the excellent \vork. diopeHol.1 come back to take
overtire rei"s tl~tfi" soo" !

Just ill C,lse tl"H o{HOU ~o,,'tkllow me. rm the bilf u~(Jf ~it ,,,,,

the lelt. picture~bl tire south o{~FranCt~. lcarrie~ a {ew

'fheOric maiJazilles..aCEO ~a~a"~ some ~'u~s all. the

\v~( from C"mbriai" the ~ort/f o{'E"lflall~. ~O\v', to the

smtlll to\\I" o{ :/\1arvejols ill tlfe hope o{{bl~b'iJ some cvi~e"cc
o{ Oric l4~cr~.

'Ini"k Tin a bit ma~ a"~ ob~es~e~ \vith thi~ Oric malarkc.!f ?

'You're probtlb(y riiJht. Ic \va~. after all m.!, i~a to kcep Oric

supportiJoi"iJ \vich chisheremaiJazinean~\vhH I purchase~
~Oa\'e''Qick'ssHstcm.ltise1ltirdH ~ow" to the likes o{Jo"

~1;ristow.. a"~ Simon that .thethb'IJiJot off the ~rowl~. thoul1h.
so~o,,'tJust blame me H!

.1tis iJoillfJtobcabit'i>i{ftcllltto. keepiJoi1l8' tltol18h .~Vlrat

kept(Yu:M alive wds ,,0tJust"Vavc's e1lthusiasm. but the

i,,/mtor it's rca~ers.'rheletterspal1e \vas al\va.ys i1lterestb'l1

to mc. ,Herc tIt ~'Rhetoric werarclHfYcta lettcr. or all article.

. ,Hcll..trICdll co"tributethe1l ,you Cd". 'P!~AS~Esc"~ 14~

.somes[~"so{ life. Sc"~asolt\\!tJre n~\lie\\l. some recollectio"s
O{.yOIW comp14tb'8 -{1'terv{c\\1 ,yo,,,-self or somethi"11 !

'E"'t"rHo"e has somctlfi"I1.to o{{er.1 startc~ bHkmxkilll1 a{ew
ml4sic articles cOl1cther. ~Wltatca" HO'.I~o ?

Stevetlte ~uso.- 4s~ista"t '!;Oitor.
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It goes to show that it pays to write in. Frank's letter, printed in last issue got an i.nst~nt response. I'd
already printed a couple of tips at the end of the letters before reading the letter. Jon Bristow has sent in
these in.
The status line program is different to mine. Can you see the difference without running the programs?

To print something on the status line:
10 A$="HELLO WORLD !"
20 FOR A=l TO LEN(A$)
30 POKE 47999+ A, ASC(MID$(A$(,A, 1»
40 NEXT A

Here's a POKE to clear that pesky CAPS message from the status line : POKE 48036,0

This one is a method to access the full screen width:
10 FOR A=O TO 26
20 PLOT O,A,"ME"
30 NEXT A

To obtain the HIRES cursor position:
10 HIRES
20 CURSET 10,10,1
30 FILL 100,5,127
40 PRINT PEEK(#219), PEEK(#21A)

.}
~
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Vc"irstof an qt's a new ~ar and we are now proper[ y in the 21st
Century. CJ3estwishes from me and the team -may you have a
wry happy new ~ar !!
'What's new in ~toric CJCfhe first thinoyou may notice is that
0'\.arsha[[EiOKetakino over Jor a &it.'We[t don't fret, q'm just
he(pinoout as Simon is so busynow hehas stopped messinoaround .

with that buroer van. <Honest!y, q to[4 him he needed to se£[decent

Cum&er(and &usaae, but wouC4 he (\sten CJ...

'What have q beenup to CJ'W dCq've beenknocklnfJtooetfter some artic[es for you. (CHopefu[[ythey won't
bore you siC[y- if they do then send somethh'Bin yourseCf so we print that instead of my daft musi"f)s!)
'What q'm tryintJ to do is put toaether as many arttcCesas q can and then when q compiCea ~tortc. q just
seCectas many of the various arttcles q have written as q need. You may read an articCesayi"f) wen Cook
at somethi"f)next time and then come across the next articCein that same issue.~ow ~ou know why! qt's
just the way q'm sfinoinothinos toaether.

~ew arttcles q have fined"up are cnook ~views and Co[CectorsCorner and q' w printed out some
eCectronicsarticles from the net for aC(those wantino projects to work on. ewe continue with Cybojudae
and wiCCincCudesome Cistinssfor you to type in.

A. cnqG thank you to 'WEJ CHurCeyfor his fetters and his work debufJflinsproflrams and sendino in
materiaf. q did send some of his Cettersand my rep[ies in for print but they flot Costin the eCectronicether. q

think it is true to say EJohnhas sent in more Cettersthan the rest of you put toaether. 9?fease send us in
somethins -and hopefu[[y we won't Coseit this time round. (Cj)oft!)
EJoftncontinues makino improwments to ~CKJI3acktJammon and ~aue £oc~er and is doino some'
flreatwork.

.

q don't know if Simon has mentioned"it in the Castissue, &utmy website is now up and runnino. q've made
severa( amendments since it first went omine. qt now includes tecftnica(information about the A.tmos,
microdisc and pCotter.Cfhe CJ3ack'End is an about the ports and q' w now flot detaiCsof most of the Joystick
inter faces. q may reprint some of the inf 0 ftere for those not on the net. ApoCOfliesif you've seen it a[ready
-at (east you won't have to flo oock !

S\(uso's aric Site: - www.48katmos.freeuk.com

6rhe other site worthy of mention is CJ)&ufJ'sCj)efence ~orce. 6rftis ftas a Cifwary added with scanned
imaaes of the covers of mafl"Elnesand books appearino in a fl"((ery.

CJ:JefenceVc"orce:- www.defence-force.orfl

Vclna[[y news of Cf wiCiflhte. Son 'Bristow is reported to re movino &ackto ~reeserw, so his site sftouCdre
Mck at the oCdaddress

6rwiCifftte:- www.twiCiflhte.freeserve.co.uk
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We don't get too many letters. Thanks to those that have sent things in and those

that keep in touch by email. Slapped wrists for the rest of you. It just isn't good enough!
Talk to us ! What do you want from Rhetoric? Send us something for the magazine - some
tips, a letter, tell us what you do with your Oric. EVERYONE can contribute, but only a
few are. If more don't send stuff in we are going to run out of things to print and Rhetoric
will end !!!So please, make the effort.

Dear Steve.

[-J I find that on Rhetoric disc No. Z that 'COCK-IN' will only run if I boot up usin9 a disc
formatted in C7AME.INIT. and load it away from the Menu pr09ram. No problem once you know how.

to do it should anyone else ha~e problems.

Next. I have never been an adventure type of Oric user. but it would have been helpful with

the last disc if a brief 9uide to the objectives of ARROW of DE.ATH Pt. 1 and Pt. Z were 9iven to
inform idiots like me as to what I am.trying to achieve.

I have read the disc for a list of words that can be used and copied them out should anyone

else be stumped. I was a little disappointed to find two words of a four letter kind that you

wouldn't wish your grandson to use amongst them.

I also found when readin9 the disc with NIBBLE that one of the programs has a paragraph

in it using bad language to rePrimand people should they break into the programs to view the

contents. I would hate this to have appeared when my grandson was playing the game.

[-J PATIENCE. from the public domain library has again been improved in text. presentation and
random shuffle and end sequence.

W. John Hurley

Steve Says:- This is in fact a letter from almost a year ago that John sent - One of several
that got lost in the electronic ether! As you can see it is thanks to John that we rushed out
an amendment to the disk. The points have already been answered long ago but for the
rest of you ....

GAMEINIT:- As far as I'm aware, with SEDORIC V3, you shouldn't need
GAMEINIT anymore. What usually happens is that DOS clashes with some programs so a
QUIT is necessary before running or else you can get 'Break on Byte' errors or program
crashes. I tested the program beforehand but was unaware that a QUIT had already been
used. In transferring it got missed! So apologies to all for the error, and thanks for letting
us know abut it.

ADVENTURES: Part of the fun of adventures is wandering around and seeing
what happens. Usually one thing points to another and you just work your way through.
Find a stool in a forest and you can bet there's a high ledge somewhere where it will come
in handy! Again John is quite right though, I didn't give enough info and because of this
we printed the story of the mysterious adventures in a previous issue.

RUDE WORDS. In an adventure you can often get completely frustrated and start
typing in anything and everything. One fe~ture that started to emerge was 'intelligent
responses' where if you typed' ####' or '####' the program would respond saying 'Mind
your language' or 'How dare you? This program will self destuct in 10 seconds'
whereupon the game would seize up refusing to respond to any keypresses and
countdown the ten second flashing red warning light etc. After the ten seconds are up
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things quiet down and a little message appears - 'Only kidding! Can we get back to
adventuring now?', and so, with wrists firmly slapped you continued in the game.

To do this the program needs to recognise certain bad language and so that is some
of the words encountered in the list. These words don't appear during play unless your
naughty grandson types them in - so if you see a flashing red screen with a siren noise
give him a good thump!

Hacking in to games was done to either pirate copies or nick code or just to cheat.
It isn't what you are supposed to do ! Adventure games seem to often have a bit of a nasty
message for such people, some worse than others. Any normal player of the adventure -
like your grandson - should never encounter any bad language.

.

Thanks for the work you have done on the type-ins and debugging programs for
us. I really appreciate your help and hope you get as much back out of the magazine and
disk..
D8ar St8V8.

As promised I hereby send you a disc (005 V1.1) which contains 'Des"troyer'. I have copied
the games for Oric-l from the magazine 'Your Computer', There is also 'Oric Lander' and 'Dotman'
and I've put 3D Starter on the disc as well.

If you are able to make the game, 'Destroyer' run on the Atmos let me know. Have Fun.!
Henrik Holm

Steve Says:- Thanks again for some interesting things. Henrik has also sent in the Byte
Drive article which should have been printed last issue. (If not it will appear soon).

Many thanks for sending Destroyer. It is one I had but I've never been persistent
enough to get it typed in fully. I've had a few goes! My listing is also tattered so I really
appreciate a decent copy. I'll probably include it with this issue and on the disk.
Converting to Atmos may not be very easy with the machine code, but I hope someone
out there will have a go for us. Please send in any Atmos conversions you manage sort
out!

Thanks again Henrik. Some software should be on it's way to you by now. Does
anyone have Tyrann 2 ? Henrik wants it but it isn't among my collection which is missing
quite a few of the French titles. Anyone got it, please send it in to me.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

¥
Well we've just a bit of space left so lets bung in a few tips.
Loaded one of Bristow's programs and then done a DIR only to find all the text is redefined so you can't
read what's there? Use this - CALL 583 This resets characters sets and clears the screen retaining whatever
program is in memory. Unlike some resets, it doesn't clear DOS or anything nasty like that!

To put messages above the top of the normal screen the following lines can be incorporated into a program.
10 FOR I = 0 TO 39: POKE 48000 + I, 32: NEXT
20 Z$ = "RHETORIC IS F AB !"
30 FOR I lIS1 TO LEN Z$
40 POKE 47999 + I, ASC(MID$ (Z$, I, 1»
50 NEXT

"To get the message in colour or flashing etc then use Z$ = CHR$(x) + CHR$(x) + "RHETORIC IS FAB!"
using foreground or background colour codes in place of 'x'.



Last time we printed a letter from Frank
with criticism and encouragement. I'd like to
respond to a few points as I am entirely to blame
for some things mentioned. Firstly though let me
echo what Simon said and thank you for the
letter. We appreciate anybody sending us
anything! which leads me on to my first point....

What goes in the mag. It may seem
obvious, but we can't print what we don't have!
Unfortunately we have lost the likes of Dave
Dick, Jon Haworth and Dave Wilkin with Peter
Bragg no longer providing articles, (though he is
still with us if anyone needs his help !) We have
lost a valuable commodity - people that are
expert in their field. Young Twiglet has sent us a
few articles but he really wants to concentrate on
programming and I for one would rather he got
on with that.

I've had a few requests for machine code
articles, but I don't have any to print. I've toyed
with the idea of knocking together articles by
pinching various bits from different books and
hopefully teaching people how MC works. Talk
about the blind leading the blind! I've always
tried to put my money where my mouth is, so to
speak. I wanted games tips so I made a point of
sending any in to DUM that I thought of.
Likewise with type-ins. To me this thing's a
melting pot where we should each add a bit and
take a bit,:Unfortunately only a few are putting
stuff in' !

Putting this thing together is hard work.
(Espedally when it's so few that have to fill the
pages). We put together a magazine with the full
intention of it going out on time, but we do have
real lives to cope with that can get in the way of
Oric activities. If the mag goes out late it's a bit of
a cock up, but if half the mag becomes out of date
we can't go back and rewrite it all, can we? Hell
the thing would never get out! We are very sorry
for the times the mag has appeared late.
Anybody sending articles or items in for
publication would help immensely. Many of our
core group are active with other Oric projects.
Me, Jim and Jon have websites that can take up a
bit of time, and we are all active in the Oric
intemet community which all leaves less time for
the mag.

~ These are entirely my
responsibility. When we set about organising

Rhetoric we had online discussions (using ICQ). I
asked what people were going to want in the
disks and we decided on a mixture with games
predominating, which is what I've done. I am
only too well aware that some users don't like
games so I try and make sure there is always
something else on each disk. I did toy with the
idea of doing a disk of utilities, (which I may yet
do). I did get some requests and I've tried to
supply demand. Your request is duly noted !.

The first"disk featured 50% games. This is
the model for future disks that I intended to stick
to . Unfortunately there just aren't enough
utilities to keep supplying on each disk. I have
added more games than I should on later disks
and there are more programs than there should
be. You see I am only to well aware that some of
us have been using the Oric for nearly 20 years
and will have many of these programs already.
The mix is therefore along these lines. Program
that was released as Oric-l converted to Atmos
compatibility. Classic arcade. Game updated in
some way. Never before seen program.
Adventure. Puzzle/ strategy. Graphics demo.
HIRES screen. Music or graphics demo or
programming technique. Utilities

Coupled with my problem of what to
produce is that fact that most of us are on the
intemet and many progranls have been made
available for free. I obtained Dave's collection
with the sole purpose of bringing the software to
those that wished to continue with the Oric. If we
were to have a group we needed a means of
keeping interest and one way is to supply
software users don't already have. Now this led
to me being involved in an almighty row on the
intemet as I felt others shouldn't be supplying
software they had no rights to . I felt I had rights
to produce some software which I obtained for
Rhetoric so that people had a reason to join us.

I wish I'd kept my big mouth shut with
the long heated argument that ensued, which
was never properly resolved despite my efforts.
My only comfort is that I know my side of the
argument was right in the eyes of the law - and I

know I still have a lot of software that isn't on the
net, so I can still bring things to our eager punters
!

LISP &. Atlas Monitor: Actually it's
Atmos Monitor. Now Frank I'm not so daft as I
look. (And boy, do I look stupid i-) If you have a
word processor do you need a whopping great
manual to operate it ? not if you are familiar with
WPs. They all work pretty much the same, so if
you know how they work you can find your way
around a new one without instructions. On that

~



basis I let LISP and Atmon on the disk. Anyone
that knows how to program LISP should know.
how to use the program.

One program that I have had requested
for inclusion on the disk is machine code
monitors. They are a bit like word processors in a
way. But you see I have other motives! I am
taking part in this here group not just for the
benefit of you lot out there, but for me too. I hope
to get something back out of it as well,
(remember that give and take thing 7) I won't get
nothing if I don't ask for it, will 17 As a result of
putting LISP on the disk I have obtained the
manual and the first instalment appears with this
issue. You see it hasn't only Filled a spot on the
disk; it has completed an incomplete item in my
collection and ensured a contribution for a while.
Pathetic 7 Crafty more like -heh heh!

John Hurley says the monitor is an
Atmos version of Oric-l Monitor by PSS. Another
result!! !

Tips/ utilities. I have been making
efforts to bring these to the magazine. I spent
some time scanning and OCR reading text from a
series of letters/ tips printed in 'Microwaves' of
PCN magazine. In fact we printed a pile of them.
Didn't you see them 7 I'd tried to get these out
previously having sent them to Dave who passed
them on to Jon H who started printing the odd
one with his Rambling article. The rest never
appeared though.

I was rather tickled that you specifically
mentioned the status line as I'd just typed that
very tip the night before receiving Rhetoric and
reading your letter. You'll find the tip in this
issue! (Ctrl- T is the quick way to get rids of
CAPS though, isn't it 7)

We will try and fit these tips in where we
can. It helps if we have people asking us how
things are done or we are just stabbing in the
dark. What goes in the mag is whatever we can
think of at the time as we don't get too many
requests.

I have been fully intending to revitalise
your 6000 program file idea where useful bits of
code are stored at the end of a program. Just
because it hasn't happened yet doesn't mean it
isn't going to happen! Really these sort of things
are 'bits and bobs' which get fitted around the
bigger articles, so the larger things get the
attention and we try and stick other stuff in, as
and when ..

Begjnners and kids Now my friend, I
know you've been a teacher most of your life, but

g

our target audience is not a bunch of kids -and
we certainly aren't beginners! The only child I'm
aware of in our group is John Hurley's grandson.
I don't know if he does more than play games,
but I do know John is able enough to show him
the ropes.

We do however caler for learners. My
own articles on games programming have tried
to point people along the right path. The problem
here is I'm no expert so I can only do what I'm
able. I would say that I choose games
programming specifically because it hasn't been
covered in the past. We've had MC articles. Peter
Bragg's was the longest running article ever,
followed by Jon Haworth's Rambling in the ROM
which is also along the machine code path. He's
promised to continue and finalise that, but we are
still waiting!!! Peter has also said he wanted to
continue and we look forward to any further
contributions from him. Jon Bristow is the only
other person that is qualified in that area, (that I
can think of), and he has done his bit and is now
concentrating on programming. We are working
on a project and hope to bring you something
good soon, (which isn't a game BTW!)

Rhetoric. The name was suggested about
2 years ago when I proposed the idea of a
magazine. It's a bit late to change it now I'd
suggest, (although I've thought of going back to
OUM. Those French guys are catching up and
may become the longest running Oric magazine!
Eek I!!)

In our defence I would say that we make
no reference as to how the name should be
pronounced. The name was chosen because it
had the letters' oric' in and there is a meaning to

/
do with written communication and thoughtful
reasoning. Just be glad I didn't pick Puerto Rican
I!I!

Finally I hope I've persuaded you that
things aren't so bad as they might have seemed
at first. We try and meet the demands of the loyal
Oric users but without feedback are very much
fumbling in the dark. Your letter is so valuable
and I can only wish for more.

I hope this hasn't bored the pants off
everyone and has enlightened people a bit. I hope
that people will make the effort to contribute as
we keep asking them to do !!!



ORIC
OUTPUT PORT
John Baker describes an eight bit latched port that
is used in conjunction with the Oric's printer port.

The Oric I microcomputer has good potential
for use in control and measurement appli.
cations. with both a parallel printer port and
an expansion port that can be used to set data
in and out of the machine. The expansion
port has the greater Oexibllity as it provides
access to all the data, address, and control
bus lines.. With the addition of a parallel
interface adaptor such as the 6522 a reason-
ably straightforward but extremely usefu12
by 8 bit (plus handshake lines) input/output
port can be produced.

If a simple 8 bit latching output port is all
that is required however, the printer port
.
offers the best soiuuon LUtbt probka-n. Sumc
microcomputers have a built-in PIA such as
a 6821 or 6522 which acts as a printer POrt.
but can also act as a latchinl output port. The
printer port Qfthe Oric does not seem to be in
this cateaory, with the 8 data lines of this port
all carrying a continuous stream of signals
even when no output has been directed to the
printer. It is therefore necessary to add an
extemallatcli

TimiDI
Reference to Appendix F on pap 1S I of the
onc I manual (and also reproduced on page
~v'" 01

. ,.£...- a --fI ,t\o~ : n- .,..#1;''£''11\ CI''''n~

d.at thU:2O~~;"ID ~ ';;;d'fu;vU;;
Iprinter port has the usual strobe., aclmow-

1ed&etand ten ground connections as weD as
the eight data lines. The ten ground lines act

as screens between adjacent signallincs in
addition to providing the earth connections
between the computer and printer (or whatev .

ever).
The strobe line is an output, 8Dd this is

used to signal to the printer when a byte of
Infonnation is ready for sending (a process
which is sometimes ilTcverently, but
graphically. called "gra~ing a byte"). The

IIrobc is nonnaIly bisb and providet a.bort
neptive pulse when an output byte i8present
on the data linea. The aclmowJedp tenDiaa1
is an iDput and is normaUy bigb. The primer
or other output device IDUIt.apply 8 nept.ive
strobe to this: once it hu IUcceatuDy to-
ceived a byte of information - the computer
will not send any more information UDtiIit
has received this signal. When . printer is
beiq used 1hJs serves to enaure that the
computer cannot send data at a rate which is
too fast for the printer,. however when the
computer is beinJ used to control electrooic
equipment. there would DOtoormalJy be any
need for constraints 011the rate of data flow.
In this case the acknowJedp input is not of
peat importance. aJtbou&b it'must Itil1 be
supplied with a suitable aipal or the f10wof
data' wiD be halted!

Flpn. I shows the waveforms OD the.
signa11ines 8Sdata BoWl frotn the computer
(only two data linea are shown).
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Flaure 2. Tbe Orlc Outp.1 Port', PCB ColipalUr. (.how. r.JI .Ize).

The Circuit

The full circuit diagram of the Oric Output Port ia
shown in F1a 4.

IC 1 ;iit&74 LS2 73 OCUlID type tUj¥ nop. and a.is
is used to latch the data lines. With the NMR input
(pin 1) tied to the positive supply rail the outputs
latch at whatever state is present on the data
inputs as the CP input( pin 11) gOM through a high-
tr>-iowtransition. On the face of tt. simply applyml
the signal from the strobe output to the CP Input of
IC I should provide the latching action at the
appropriate time, but in practice this syatern does
not seem to provide reliable resuJts.

Buttering tbe it.robe signal did not seem to
improve ~ and the ~ystem fmally adopted
was to use a 555 timer IC in the monostJlble mode
to provide the latching pulse. Cl and RI are used
to shape the strobe. pulse \0 give a very brief
negadve tri&ier pulse for IC2. IC2 then provides a
positive output puJse of about SOms in duration,
with R2 and C2 settina this puZse length. IC] is
therefore latched about 50ms after the start of the
strobe puM. The signal from IC2 is available on
the output connector (PL2).

A circuit to produce an ackDowJedae siena]
rould be included in the unit, but an alternative
whicn !teems to be very reliable ia simply to
connect the strobe and acknowledge Jin<:stogctbcr.
It can be seen from Fill that the strobe pulse is
short and neaaUye, much as is required at the
acknow1ed&einput Although usins the strobe
pulse in this way gives a slightly premature
acknowl~dge signal this does not seem to be of any
practical signincance.

The circuit requires a 5 volt suppiy and has a
CUlTcntconsumption of about 25 miUiamps. If no
other convenient power source is available the S
volt output at pin 33 of the Orie's expansion pon
can be utilised.
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CODstruction

The printed circuit layout for the unit is given
in FIa 2. PLl and PL2 are both standard 20
waY7right angle. printed circuit mounting. ID
connectors. A 20 way double header ribbon
cable is used to connect the unit to tbe Oric' s
printer port If the 5 V supply is obtained from
the expansion port oC the Oric7 a 34 way
header socket wiJl be needed. (refer to page
1S I of the Oric i Manual). Most ID connec-
tors are polarised and cannot be connected

5V

ACI<

00

DI

02

03

~

cs

De

D7

$TR08~

ov

tD

-.61; .
C2 et.

. .
~l2

FJSure 3. Tbe overlay ahowinl tbe po5itlonlnlof
,.n",nAn~n". oRntt.. n..~ft..t It '. prR---r -- .-. --.r-" . --. ... --.

the wrong way round, but be careful to
connect everything correctly if you are using
~ type which is not po!arj~ed.

In Use
Data can be sent to the printer port (and the
latch circuit) using the command:-

LPRlNT CHRS( X)
Here" X" can simply be the number to be
sent to the port (i.e. LPRlNT CHRS(2SS»,
or a numeric variabie can be used This gives
good versatility and makes the port easy to
use. The number is fed to the output port in
binary form. with the most significant (left
hand) bit representing data )jnc D7, through
to the least significant ( right hand) bit which
corresponds to data line DO.

FJlare 4, Full clrcalt diagram of the Orlo Output Port.
~
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There is effectively individual control over
each bit of the uutput port since each bit can
be switched on or off by adding to or
subtracting from the number sent to the
output port the number represented by the bit
concerned For example, data line D3
represents 8 (in decimal) when it is in the high
state. Ir( say) 82 was the number currently at

the output port (which is 01010010 in
binary), D3 would be in the low state.
Adding 8 to the number sent to the output
port would give 90, or 01011010 in binary,
and D3 would gohi&h.Subtracting 8 from the
number sent to the output port would take
things back to their original condition with
D3 low once again. Provided a I is not
written in error to an output that is already in
the high state, and the correct number is used,
only the one bit will be affected.

This may seem to be atrivialpoin~ but it is
important in applications where the port is
being used to control a number of separate
pieces of equipment This is also one of the

reasons that it is important to be able to send
a numeric variable to the output port (e.g.
X" X + 8, LPRINT CHR~ X) can be used
to set D3 from low to high regardless of the
state of other outputs).

The 8 data outputs ')fth, port are at 74LS
logic levels and there should be no difficulty
in interfacing the umt witl1 relay drivers.
opto-isoJators, digital to analogue con-
verters. etc., and details of suitable circuits
have been given in past issues of E& CM

E&CM

PARTS LIST
Resistors (Y4W,5%)
Ri
R2

Capacitors
Ct
C2,3

aka
470k

IOn
lOOn

Semiconductor.
ICl
r[".2
CoaDKtors
PLlt2

74LS273
555

20 way IDC plug with
righl angle pins

MiKeU8neou I
PGB. DIL sockets. connecting cable. etc.
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I thought we could look at some 'trainspotter' aspects of the Oric. Most of us that still have an Oric will want to
gather a collection of original Oric products. Not many use tapes now, but a few like to get hold of cassettes we haven't
previously found - just to and to the collection! Finding a cassette that you don't already own can be as exciting as finding
a piece of software you have never heard of. We then start to get in to a collectors mentality, What is the rarest tape? Are
there different versions of the same software?

Most assume that there are no different releases of Oric titles and books, but that just isn't true. Let#s begin with
a look at the Welcome tape. The original I have has a colour Oric-1 inlay which features on the back '16K' and '48K' in a
circle to chow it works on both models.

The accompanying cassette is
the one on the right. This says
'48K' on boths sides just to add to
the confusion!
Now there is another version that I
have. The early Oric tapes, (or so I
thought), came with not a colour
inlay but a print of a single colour.

This one was in blue, but I have
other cassettes, like Forth, which
has the same image in a green
colour, whilst Oric Base is in grey.
So were they early versions? I'm
not so sure.

This second version, below, has
the cassette on the left. The
demonstration on side one and the
introductory game on side two.
But wait a minute that is the
Atmos demo isn't it ?
I guess I'll have to drag the
cassette player out to check, but
the fact is there are at least 3
versions of the welcome tape
which makes one very rare.

Whats the point? Am I barking
mad? Well, my psychiatrist isn't
saying. The point is though, that to
a collector this is big news. I real
collector wants to get his hands on
every version, and the rarest ones
become the ones people want.
The ones people want become
valuable! !!
Oh so it's about money then?
Well not really - not at this stage
anyway. For now it is about getting
as complete a collection as you
can. Some people like to get hold
of those oddities. So I'm going to
try and tell you about some of
them.

48K
WELCOME TO ORfC

utm.': ::>UI""'1WARE
ClOAD "DEMO 1",8
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;introducing LISP

-c_\

V The LISP language was created in 1964 by John McCarthy in order to process information organised as
binarytrees (math formulas, natural language sentences, knowledge bases etc.). LISP represents those trees as
lists (by the way, LISP is an abbreviation for LISt Processing).

The ability of LISP to handle symbolic infonnation has made it one of the preferred "machine languages"
in such fields as Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Formal Calculation, Programming Theory (e.g. program
proving), Game Theory, SYntaxEditors (e.g. Emacs) and more generally Programming Environments, etc.

To position LISP relative to other programming languages, a distinction is usually made between three
language families (although some languages may belong to more than one family): imperative languages such
as Fortran, Pascal, Cobol, Basic, Ada, C..., in which a sequence of instructions is used to reach a solution;
declarative languages such as Prolog which merely describe the problemJo be solved (a deductive logic is then
used to reach the'soh.iiion); and functional and application languages such as LISP, ML, FP, where you apply
functions in the mathematical sense (Le. there are no more "variables" in a program). Early object-oriented
languages such as SmallTalk may be regarded as being derived trom LISP.
LISP also influenced the LOGO language.

Apart trom this classification, LISP is comprised of a whole familyof dialects (InterLisp, MacLisp,
VLisp, LeLisp, MuLisp, FranzLisp...), which all share the following features:

- They compound recursive functions whereas traditional (imperative) languages repeat assignment
sequences.

- They handle tree structures, and there are program trees as well as data trees (a program may therefore
be processed by another program!)

-They are structured and modular (thanks to compound functions).
-They are interactive (they generally provide a language interpreter which lets you modify everything,

including the interpreter itself1).
- Memory is managed dynamically and automatically (a "garbagecollector" reclaims the storage space

used by data which is no longer needed).

I. 1 SYntax .
----------

OK, a LISP program is a binary tree, but how do you represent it as a sequence of ASCII characters? Of
course, you can't use a diagram, therefore a notation using parentheses, spaces and dots has been selected to
represent those trees. Once you've noticed that the first two branches of a binary tree are in turn trees, you will
naturally accept the following notation, called a "dotted pair": (S 1 . S2 ) where SI and S2 are either dotted
pairs or tree leaves called "atoms".

LISP atoms are basic components, just like in physics. There are two kinds of atoms: integer numbers
(also sometimes real numbers) and "symbols" which are used as identifiers for abstract data. For example, two
sYmbolsare used to represent the classical Boolean values: Nil.. for "False" and T for "True" (although
everything that is not Nil.. is in fact "True"). Nil.. is also used for "Null", Le. to designate an empty list...

Talking of "lists", note that lists are particular trees (trees are called "S-expressions" in LISP). The
left-hand side of a dotted pair has been chosen to hold the first item of a list, whilst the right-hand side points
to the rest of the list. For example, a ftuit list could be written as follows, using dotted pairs:
( apple. ( pear. ( apricot. nil ) ) )

Such lists are so common that the above notation can be abbreviated as:
( apple pear apricot. nil )

This simplified notation gives a special meaning to space separators inside parentheses. The notation can be
further shortened by implYingthat the Nil.. symbol is the end-of-list marker, e.g.:

( apple pear apricot)
This is much simpler! However, you can still have more complex notations if you remember that, because a list
is an S-expression, list items can be lists in turn... For example:

2



(marc (age 20) (children (lucy (age 2» (allan (age 1» ) )
is a list with 3 items. The first item is an atom; the second one is a list of two atoms; and the third one is a lis{
comprised of one atom and two lists...
Now you understand why it is so important to match parentheses properly in LISP!

1.2 Interpreter
---------------

What? We start a new section without having even mentioned the sYntax of LISP programs! Well, this is
because, if you can build lists, then you can write programs. A LISP program is just an S-expression or,
should I say, an atom or a list, that will be "evaluated" by the interpreter. For example, if the interpreter comes
across a number to be evaluated, it will return the same number (that one was easy...). Ifit comes across a
symbol, it will return the "value" of that symbol if any. For example, MY_DOCTOR could evaluate to:

(Livingstone (23 Stanley Street»
And, as it comes across the list to be evaluated, the interpreter will regard the first item of the list as a function
and subsequent items as arguments passed to that function. For example:

(+ 2 2) will return 4
(CAR MY_DOCTOR) will return Livingstone because, as we will see later, CAR is a function

which returns the first item of a list.

The LISP interpreter can therefore be described as the successive invocation of the functions below:
-READ which reads an S-expression (or simply an expression for short) from the keyboard or from a file.
- EVAL which evaluates an expression.
- PRINT which prints an expression to the screen or to a file.
Depending on the LISP dialect you are using, this interpreter may come as a standard function (TOPLEVEL,
DRIVER, etc.), whose definition contains a compound of the three functions above: (pRINT (EVAL
(READ»))
Note that, since arguments are evaluated before they are passed to functions, the READ function is invoked
first; its result is then passed to EVAL; and the result from EVAL is finally passed to PRINT! (We'll see later
that most functions evaluate their arguments--this is known as 'call by value'; some functions don't, e.g. control
structures--this is known as 'call by name').

The EVAL function is thus the core of the LISP language: when you enter (+ 2 2), EVAL will invoke the
code for the addition function.

1.3 Prede£iried functions
------------------------

All LISP dialects share the same basic kernel of functions which is enough to write any program. Dialects
are differentiated by more or less comprehensive sets of extended functions, which make it possible to write
more concise programs. Below is a description of the basic kernel:

a) QUOTE
--------

The QUOTE function protects its argument from being evaluated.
Therefore it will not attempt to evaluate its argument and will return it unchanged.
Example:

(QUOTE (+ 22)) --> (+ 2 ~
Since this function is used very oft~~'an abbreviation (the single quote character) has been assigned to it:

'A --> A "'.

'(CAR MY_DOCTOR) --> (CAR MY_DOCTOR)
For inquisitive minds, the' character is known as a "character macro", that is a function which is evaluated as
soon it is found among the data stream input ITomthe keyboard (the action of the' character macro consists of

3
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vokingthe READ function to read the next expression, building a list with QUOTE as the first list item and

~t expressionas the second item, and finally returning that list!)

b)Selectors: CAR and CDR
-------------------------

Both these functions evaluate their arguments. CAR extracts the left-hand part of the dotted pair passed
as an argument and CDR extracts the right-hand part (unfortunately the names of these functions are derived-ITomthe A and D registers used on the first machine where LISP was
implemented...) Example:

(CAR '(+ 23» --> +
(CAR '«A B) C» --> (A B)
(CDR '(+ 23)} --> (23)
(CDR '«A B) C» --> (C)

--4 -

Depending on the LISP dialect, applying the CAR function to an atom may return either an error or the value
of that atom. Similarly, applying CDR to an atom may return either an error or a list of properties associated
with that atom. For both functions, the latter makes it possible to apply CAR and CDR to any LISP
expression, but it is best to use these functions with dotted pairs only (i.e. lists or trees) if you want to be able
to port your programs to a differentLISP dialect. -

c) Constructors
---------------

CONS is the basic constructor function which allows you to build a dotted pair trom any two
expressions.
Example:

(CONS 'A 'B) --> (A.B)
(CONS 'A '(B C» --> (A B C)
(CONS '(A B) '(C» --> «A B) C)
(CONS 'A NIL) --> (A)
(CONS NIL '(A)) --> (NIL A)

Alternately, the LIST function is always available to build lists of any size more easily. LIST accepts any
numbers of "arguments.
Example:

(LIST 'a 'b 'e 'd) --> (a b c d)
(LIST 'a 'Cbc) 'd) --> (a (b c) d)

d) Predicates
-------------

Predicates are functions which return a Boolean value (where NIL stands for "False" and any other result
is "True"). They all evaluate their arguments.
ATOM returns T if its argument is an atom, otherwise it returns NIL.
NUMBERP returns T if its argument is a number, otherwise it returns NIL.
CONSP returns T if its argument is a list, otherwise it returns NIL.
NULL returns T if its argument is NIL, otherwise it returns NIL.
EQUAL returns T if its arguments are equal, otherwise it returns NIL.
EQ returns T if its arguments are the same, otherwise it returns NIL.

4
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INTRa. Time again for a book review. This one is one
of the rarer ones and it took Jon Haworth a while to
track down a decent copy.

THE BOOK. The work of Clive Gifford, this is a book
of games written for the Oric-l. Each program has a
description with notes on what variables are used and
other pointers to help you understand or adjust the
program. .

Also, towards the end, are more helpful chapters. The
first about possible applications, and then we have
maths and scientific "JNork.Further sections on
im proving programming and loading/ saving are a
worthwhile addition although I would have liked the
programming section to be larger and in more detail.
A somewhat dated, (for then), list of books and a
glossary finish the book.

WHAT'S IN IT? I'll not list al the games but here are a
few. Eatie Sweetie (Pacman), Hawks and Doves, 3D
Cone, Noughts and Crosses, Laser War, Jogger,
Squash, Art Nouveau, Blackjack, Bingo, Solitaire,
Wooden Shoe.
The important thing with a book of games is whether
the games are any good or not. This book announces
itself as having 'Dynamic Games', so are they any
good. Well some are not too bad, nicely presented like
'Laser War', but many are very simple games often
based on board games or pen and paper puzzles.
There are a few graphics demos and a couple of
versions of Lunar Lander, (which Clive seems to
enjoy a lot !)
So what you have a a collection of different programs
which vary quite a lot, but the number of decent
games is no greater than you'll find in books such as
the Oric Programmer. The book does have quite a
reasonable selection of programs to try.

SUMMARY. This book tries to be helpful. Things
hardly get 'dynamic' but there are some nice ideas in
there so it gets 6.5/10
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Wehave gained a few new
members and so'it's WELCOME
to Peter Finan and Bob Bazely (a
previous member of OUM) , myoId
sparring panner from
COMP.SYS.ORIC where I try and
prise Bob from his Telestrat -and
now Peter is getting one too. How
many Telestrats in the 'group now?
At least three. I hope to get some
contributions so we can have a
Telestrat page! Welcome aboard
guys, and anyone else I haven't
mentioned Also a wann welcome
goes to Colin Cook who OUM
members will know.

Greeting.5 to members STEVE
HOPPS and NORMA
WRANGHAM.. Steve offers to
build Atmoses and interfaces but
repeatedly lets down those
interested. Come on Steve ! How
about replying to peoples emails?
I've numerous people asking for
disk interfaces. Are you going to
build any more? I can~ pay for
them if you like. I offer to buy the
parts so I can try and build them
myself for the interested people out
there. I'd rather you did it as you
know what you're doing, and you
asked us to place an add for you -
so what's happening? Are you
willing to build a few interfaces?

Nonna has supponed the Oric -
and other machines for a long time.
She was the first to resubscribe,
before we'd even decided how or if
we were proceeding. So a big
thanks to Nonna.
I'm told Nonna was trying to get a
second drive added to her
interface. Basically you just need to
purchase a drive from any of the
PC supplies finns, (about a tenner).
You then need to make a new
cable to go from the interface to
drive A and then drive B.You then
need a power source for the drive
which you should be able to take
from your existing power supply. I

have an old PC PSU which can
supply up to 4 drives. Microdiscs
have a round socket at the back
and you can link another, or a 3.5
drive to this for power. You do
need a round plug to fit it though,
which I don't have any of.
Most drives now have no selection
switch to detennine which drive
they are, so part of the ribbon cable
is turned round to pennanently
wire the drive as a B drive. If you
can find an old drive that is
switchable -say one from an Atari
ST or an old PC (720K drives) then
it is easier to make the cable. (Are
you the same Nonna that wrote
those Atari PD titles? How about
an article on your computer
interests ?)
Finally you need to check Sedoric
is set up correctly for the new drive
with a DSYS. If you need help with
any of this NOID1a,contact me and
I can make up the ribbon cable.
You may need the help of jean
Boileau for the other bits.

MESS - The Multi Emulator Super
System
The Oric driver for this program is
being re-written to make it more
useful. Plans include emulation of
disk systems, tape files in .WAV
fonnat and more. Preliminary
support for the Pravetz 8D (a
Bulgarian clone of the Oric) has
also been added. Fabrice Frances,
author of the PC Oric emulator
Euphoric, expects this to be the
program for PC users to use in
future as he has no plans to update
Euphoric for the Windows 32
platfonn.
Obanks to lames Groom for the
info).

Conversion of files.
Some have wondered how to use
the Sedoric utility to convert files
from OricDOS to Sedoric. It's quite
easy really. You need to boot up
with the Sedoric Master and then
select the conversion utility. Select
which drive you require using
cursor and space, pressing ESC to
exit. When in the Convert Files
menu insert the OricDOS disk and
press DEL this reads the disk to see
what files are on it. You then select

which of those you want with
cursors and by pressing Space.
You'll see them being marked.
Press Return to start the
conversion. N01E: OricDOS allows
files with no extension. Sedoric
doesn't and so files with no
extension will not work in Sedoric.
Rename any files with ..COM
before conversion!

(~

Sad Loss:
It was some time ago now, but as it

"hasn't been printed previously I
would like to infonn any members
that don't subscribe to the mailing
list.
Dave Dick announced before the
new year of the death of Henry
Marke, a close friend and previous
work colleague of his. Henry was a
well known gamester to OUM
members. I passed on my regrets to
Dave and we wish Irene the best
for the future.

CyboJudge:
We have a break from this article
this time. The method of screen
handling in the last article got a
comment from jon Bristow. Rather
than write the characters and then
delete to clear the buffer, just write
and then press GIRL -C .
The CAD manual takes a break as
Simon tries to find where he's put
it. Hopefully when Simon takes
over as editor he will continue with
it.

Quotes from the past:

" There is no reason for any
individual to have a computer in
his home."
Ken Olson, President Digital
Equipment (I 977)

''There is a world market for maybe
five computers."
Thomas Watson, IBM Chairman
(I 943)

"Computers in the future may
weigh no more than 1.5 tons."
Popular Mechanics (1949)
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Those of you who ordered the disk,
should have it in your mitts with this issue. I
hope you find something of interest. Into year 2
of Rhetoric and we still have had little response
to the disks, so let us know what you like.

You may make a copy to use in an
emulator and/or as a backup. Emailing or
passing on copies by any other means is strictly
prohibited. Please don't abuse this system - or
we'll send round Brendan to abuse you! (1 kid
you not).

PLEASENOTE. We intended offering PC
disks for Euphoric as well as real Oric
disks. Unfortunately you weren't offered
the option, but everyone wanting a
Euphoric disk please let me know as it is
much quicker and easier for me -and saves
my drives.

@ID~M!JW ID~i!J@
A new demo programmed by Twilighte

for the last Oric Meet. The sound isn't quite so
clear on a real Oric. Some great graphics using
Jon's HIDE program. Check the Slideshow for
more colourful pictures.
~ £~~<DIY

I think this was just called 'Aliens' and
was from a The'Oric magazine. A nice, if
somewhat silly little example of using UDGs.
Watch as the aliens take over the world!
mr~ ~~~

What can you do on your Oric ? You may
not be up to programming games, or fancy
utilities. Still there are other things to try. This
little program draws a nice little scene and
plays the Star Wars theme. Thanks to Henrik
Holm for sending this and other programs in.
We hope to include more on future disks.
lU!t'rr~ru!j

Fabrice wrote a wonderful little maze
generation program. Twilighte turned it into a
game. This will drive you mad! Not
recommended for those with poor sight or small
monitors.

You start in the bottom left. In the top
right little baddies work their way towards you.
You can choose between different types of
game. See how long you will last!

Controls are by cursor keys and with
shift to move smaller steps. Good luck!!!
ID~lli~ ~~~

This was from No Man's Land who
introduced their games in both French and
English versions. Instructions are provided in
the game.

James Groom has sent in a map, printed
elsewhere in the mag. He says there are 60
floors in the tower. Each floor has area where
an event occurs. Within the game that same
event will occur when you return to that
position. You should therefore make a record on
the map when you discover what is at a given
location. Ideally you'll need to copy the map 60
times so you have one for each floor.
~)]lt<D1'J

This is one" of my favourite French
games: (Frelon is French for a hornet). You
control a helicopter (hence the name), around
several screens trying to pick up pieces of a
bridge which you then need to put in place to
allow you allies to cross over.

The enemy tries to stop you with rockets
and tanks firing at you. Planes will also impede
you progress and you need to steer around the
slowly dropping - erm hailstones (1) Most things
can be blasted out of the way, which is not a
bad idea if you want a high score. Getting
caught in a battle will slow you down and may
mean you get distracted and get hit from
behind.

Like with several French games, the
starting level is quite high, so reduce it down
before starting. Cursor keys and Space are all
you'll need in the game.
~~~~ iJli\iYL!~

This is one of Dominic L'Archer's 'Shoot
and Shoot Again!' amended programs. I'm not
sure what the amendments do sometimes and
some of the programs I downloaded seem to be
corrupted, but this one works fine and although
previously an Oric-l only program, now works
on the Atmos.
~~ruJl! (coo~L!<DiY~

Not the same program as the previous
League Soccer, this is a superior program buy
Colin Bradford. Upgraded over the years, this is,
I think, the latest version of the best of the
football management games. Amended for disk
especially for Rhetoric, this is a great program.
Despite my efforts Leeds United did no better
than their current run of from and I got the side
scoring few goals. I'm not sure if that makes
the game accurate or me not a great manager.
Give it a go !
~ (c<D~tlmY(§ ~ruJWli ~ ~~ruJiY
il'iYOOrunW

Several programs for copying, editing
and transferring files are included on the disk
this month. This first program stops programs
saved with the Auto command from running.
You can then type in games cheats or re-save
the program.
1Yrun~

The English version of the best disk
sector editor. Copy this across to a blank disk



d'ndbe careful how you use it ! It can be used
to check MCas with the Destoyer prog .included
on the disk. Use CTRL+ key. You'/II see on
screen what key options you have.
~[j~(C~

This is a nice if simple utility to for
transferring files. The reason I've included it
here is, it is about the only program you can
use to load in machine code and then save it.
For instance I copied the two files on Orical
Backgammon. I was unable to transfer to a
working disk version but wanted to re-save a
cassette version as mine is difficult to load.
There is no trouble with the BASIC program,
either using the Autorun inhibit prog and then
saving back to tape. or using the excellent
BDDISK program. Machine code tends to
corrupt the machine though, either by messing
code already in the computer, or by executing
the program so you don't get chance to save it.

This program will load a machine code
program in memory and allow you to save it.
Sometimes the screen does get corrupted, but
the file should copy OK - just reboot if
necessa ry.
!t~~OO

One of the best drawing programs
around. Copy Lorigraph across to a fresh disk,
making sure this is Sedoric V3 or you may have
problems. Move the arrow on screen with cursor
keys and press space to select an item, rather
like Windows. Press Escape to return to the
viewing area.

Loading and Saving is fussy. Make sure
you use Quotes around the filename. I had
trouble using an extension so just use a name,
(which will automatically give a COM
extension). When you load in something press a
drawing item before pressing Esc to view the
picture -otherwise the program will expect you
to load in a file again.

Most aspects are intuitive. Click on lines
to draw lines and select colour to add colour.
The basic drawing system means you usually
draw in black and white and then add colour
afterwards. Quite handy for playing with
screenshots. You'll see what I did to the Hellion
screen in the file 'Hell'.

I've included my little Menu which allows
you to look for graphics screens in the directory
before loading the main program. You'll then
know what to type in. I've included the original
screen 'Lori' which shows what was on the inlay
cover.
illl~ (jrmm~~

New member Peter Finan has been
trying his hand at programming again. This is
his first go, and pretty good too. There have
been a few professionally produced programs of
this type, but it just shows what you can do

'2.0

yourself. No bangs and whistles but it does the
job! !!
~lj~ ~lj

Another from Peter, this is a sliding
puzzle game. Again simple but very effective
and nice use of user defined graphics - so the
previous work is already being useful!

Great work. Keep at it Peter.
~lj~~

Last, but by no means ~east, a slide show
of HIRES screens from Twilighte. Mostly using
the colour system of HIDE to add colour to
black and white images, you just need to sit
back and watch.
~ <i>iYIDU~

What, there's more? Yes indeed. Also on
disk are two programs to catalogue the contents
of a cassette/ LCATK7is from The'Oric and here
are Jim's instructions :- .

1. Load the program.
2. Select the speed of the tape to be used. Use for
POKE#24D,O for fast
saved programs or POKE#24D, 1 for slow
programs.
3. RUN the program - headings should appear at
the top of the screen.
4. Play the tape you want to catalogue.
S. As the programs are found, they will be shown
on screen and printed
to the printer. If you do not wish for printer output,
enter
POKE#10CD,60 before running the program.
6. When the tape has been catalogued, you will
need to press the reset
button to regain control of the Oric.

We talked about this on the net and I
eventually found a similar program called
CASSCATwhich puts the info straight on the
printer. I scanned this in using OCR software as
described previously, but the program remains
untested.

I think both require the QUIT command
to be used and may be best away from a disk
system so I've not put them on the Menu.
IDli~~<i>'mi~

Also on disk is this game from Your
Computer for the Oric-1. We've included the
program listing elsewhere in Rhetoric, but the
three programs are on disk. There seems to be
a slight problem which I haven't yet tracked
down. This maybe the odd characters in the
machine code that are so poorly printed in the
original magazine that it is unsure what they
are.

Well that's it for this time. I hope there
is something there to amuse you. Write in with



any requests/suggestions for future disks. In
the meantime, send in your tips/ help/ maps.

Please send me any rare titles, type-ins
and new software for the disk
Muso
----------------------------------------------

WllArlllft' 811 InEIID
Swedish Oric Homepage

http://www.algonet.se/-hakan - kJindex.html
Hakan added the following files to the archive in
January 2001. All are programs by Serge Querne.

Atlantis
Cartoons
Cursor
Incrust
La Crypte
Mentor
Poursuit

Pascals Oric Page

http://pleclerc. tree. ft/Oric/OricP age.html
This site has moved. The above address is the
correct one.

Defence Force

http://www .defence-force. org/
The Oric library has been vastly increased. Lots of
scans of Oric books in there now. There is also a
large section devoted to magazines with the covers
of many of them displayed on screen. On the demo
pages, the latest thing to see is the amazing
STNICCC 2000 Demo. Download it now! If you
are not online you will have to see if it appears on a
Rhetoric disc (Don't think there will be room this
time.- Ed)
Muso's Website

http://www.48katmos.fteeuk.com/
A new website and an excellent resource by our
very own Muso. Included here are technical specs
on the Oric machines and plotter. There is also
some good info on joystick interfaces, with the
latest addition being the Downsway Programmable
Joystick Interface.

Christian Peppermullers website

http://www.atari-computer.de/cpepper/oric_e.html

Is no longer available at this address.

The Good Stuff

http://www .kinox.org/rcal goodstuff. html
Is no longer available.

Dominique Larchers Homepage

http://members.aol.com/dolarfredl ondexus. htm
Is currently Oricless, but it looks like it will return.

Oric Software Page

http://www.tardis.ed.ac. ukJcgiJalexios/Oric-Soft/
Has also gone.

The History Of Home Computers

http://www.atari-computer.de/mjaap/ computer/ engl
ish/index.htm
Has gone.

Stephan's Retrocomputing Site

http://www.gm.th-koeln.de/-it048/ emulator/ oric/or
iC.html
has gone.

The Dot Eaters & The Number Crunchers

http://www.8bit-museum.de/
A German (with English) computer museum with
some interesting Oric pieces.

Andre M~orel's Home Page

http://www.teaser.fr/-amajorel/
Interesting site with a technical bias. Among the
information available here is a study of the Jasmin
disc system.

Burrosoft

http://burrosoft. eresmas.com/
A Spanish webpage (hopefully in English soon)
which is excellent and shows a number of
unfini~~~dgames. There are also a few progranls
for YQ~to download.
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~-QB. fI~t
ohn Knott has some Oric tapes for sale (mltested).

Trick Shot
Attack of the Cybermen
Zorgon's Revenge
The Ultra
Two Gun Turtle
Spooky Mansion

ijK
ijK
IlK
PSS

Lothlorien
LothIorien

£1.00
£1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.50
£ 1.00

P&P per cassette within the UK is 58p, payment by
cheque, postal order or Paypal is fine, or send cash
(registered post for your own protection!).

Also a book entitled Sixty Programs for the ORIC 1. It has some wear but it's complete (334
pages) and intact. £3.00 plus £ 1.65 p&p.

The Address: 12h. ~

Mr J. Knott Please../'t'lM../-'Or- . done if
I

50 Hurworth Road rep~4 "IV -I-ks..e f~ Sa.I~' i ~~ .
Darlington
DL2 2DA
UK

.

email: Vandermon@aoLcom
---------

-,. -----.

'-

Retrogamer has some Oric software available. I've dealt with the man behind the name (Keith
Ainsworth) and found his service fast and reliable. If the games don't work you get your
money back, no quibbles. If you saw the "I Love 1980" program that was on 1V in January,
then you may have noticed Keith who was the "Gamer" talking about Pacman. Here are the
games he has at the moment:

Harrier Attack Durell
Welcome to Oric Tansoft
illtima Zone Tansoft
Rat Splat Tansoft
Super Advanced Breakout Tansoft
The Ultra PSS

Invaders PSS
MARC. PSS
Hopper PSS
Centipede PSS
Light Cycle PSS
Oric Munch Oric
Multigames 1 Oric
Space Quest Express Software
Xenon 1 ijK Software
Fantasy Quest ijK Software
Candy Floss & Hangman UK Software
Grail Severn Software
Play Maths FGC



.1'

ting of Darkness Win tersoft
l5uare interested in any of the following please e-mail meatkeithainsworth@hotmail.com.

,fou are not in the United Kingdom tell me
.'

~ere you are. I will definitely reply to e-mail within two days. Alternatively you can write to
me at this address...

1.-4'

Keith Ainsworth
52 Kingfield Road
Orrell Park
Liverpool
L93AW
United Kingdom

For payment I'll accept cheques or postal orders (in OK pounds) payable to KAinsworth.

All games are originals. All games have been checked and are guaranteed to load. The prices
include postage and packaging for the OK.

9)oes anyone e(se have anythi"fJ to se((or swap CJ
6There are a few of us that are keen to set hoUCof missi"fJitems from our Ork corrections. q have a few
&ooKsto offer as we£( as a FwndJuCof cassettes. q know of a few others tftat are keen to flethoed of orifJina£
tapes. So can we he(p each other out and"have a swapshop CJqf you have any tapes or books you are wi£H"fJ
to swap, donate or sea then write in .
qhave on£1 one (french book. Cfm wtCHnato swap an1 of m1 spare CEna(isftbooks for an1(french books,
and q wi[ swap for 'E"fJUshbooks q don't have on a slEefor slEebasis le. one [arfle book for another farae
&ook,or a sma£(one for a simifar Uttfeone.

~! own cassette co£(ectionis sad(1 £acki"fJin many titres as q purchased most software on disk,from 'nave
at OW\, q FwveboUfflta few &ut,as with the £astbatch q purchased, some have had"their infay cut down to

fir a standard stu cassette case and so Cfd stiff (ike compItW oriflina£.

CHardware is afso soUffttafter as much as software. Cfhe item q aet most requests for is a disk interface.
Stew CHopps~ supposed to be stiffa£U to supP(Ythese &utq have had"no success in fletti"fJa response from
him. Cfve t'Unahim up and he has made promised to contact peop(e erw said want interfaces, peopfe that he
knows about, but he continues stiffdoesn't respond. q don't know if any of you are wifH"fJto try and buy
some interfaces from him so we can supp(y the peop£etftat keep aski"fJ' but at present q am re[uctant to
recommend"peop£econtacting Steve CHopps.CYhis[eaves us with no source for disk drive, Atmoses or
repairs. q have a FwndfuCof Atmoses which a reserve for known users and"wife not se(( to just anyone. q

can afso offer my Hmikd a&iCityto repair Orics.

'Wish ~
O~to start theba((ro(Unghereis my Ork wants.~ease sendinyours.
Hardware -Oric Microdisc, MCP40 -both in Oric-l and Atmos livery, Numeric Keypad,
graphiscop, any speech synthesizers or light pens. Mick Poats fabled drum machine.
Software - numerous, but I'm after a working Galaxy 5. Also most No Man's Land titles in the
larger boxes, and most of the French and foreign titles are missing from my cassette
collection.
Books -The one I'd most like is the Dr Watson Assembly language course. Then ,as I've said,
I'm missing all the French titles and I'm most interested in the books of games and the
hardware projects such as interfacing.
&n4 in 10ur offers and your own (ists!



Listing 1. ,

, REM fOR £, READ HASH CHARACTER
50 DOKH.400, DEEK I £9C) , CLOAD"DESiRDYER2",
OOi\EF.9C, DEE;:' t.400) , CLEAR
S5 POKH.18, 10, POKE623, 28, DDKE621, 47960
60 GOSU9900
70 DOKE£406.0,DOKf.£408,O,DOKE£40A,0
90 P~PERO,INK2,CLS
95 PRINT" "CHR.127>"G PRESS 'D' TO PLAY

97 PRINT,PRINT,PRINT,PRINT
100FRINT"..... ... ... ... ... . . ... ..." ,

110PRINT"... ...."
120PRINT"... .. ..130PRINT".. ... ... . s. .. . ... .. .
140 PRINT". . .

.. "
150 PRINT". . ..." .
160PRINT"..... s.. . .. ... . ... . ."
165 PRINT,PRINT,PRINT" "CHRS(4)CHRSI27)"
J"CHR.(27)"EBV MVLE6 DUNLOP"CHRS(4)
liO 'PRINT,PRINT '
180 PRINT" "CHR.(27)"FONLY YOU CAN STOP
THE INVASION"
195 AS."".FORI-£40BTO£4066TEP-1,AS-AS+CH
RSIPEEKII).£30),NEXT
190 PRINT,PRINT" "CHRS(27)"ETHE BEST SCD
RE SO FAR IS ~AS
200 FORI-ITD2000.IFKEV.-"P"THENCALL£AOOl
201 NEXTI
205 PLAVO,O,O,O
280 CLS,INK6,PAPERO
285 PRINT" .CHRSC27>"G PRESS

'P' TO PLA
V"
281 PRINT
290 PRINT,PRINT,PRINTSPCCI0)CHR.C4)CHRSC
21) "J"CHRs(21) "CINSTRUCTIONS"CHR.(4)
300 FRINT,PRINT,PRINT" YOU ARE IN CONTR
OL OF THE LATEST"
310 PRINT"SUBMARINE SPECIALLV DESINED TO

SPEND"
320 PRINT"LARGE AMOUNTS OF TIME ON THE S
EA BED," ,

330 PRINT" VOUR JOB IS TO DESTROV THE F
I.£ET OF"
340 PRINT"SHIPS APPROACHING FRO" BOTH 81
DES.

"345 PRINT
350 PRINT" V~' CONTROLS ARE,-"
3t-v PFdNT"CUaSUH LEf'r' ,-,tJlJE LEFT"
365 PRIf,IT"CURSOR DOWN MOVE RIGHT"
370 P~INT"SPACf BAR LAUNCH TDRPED~
380 PRINT
390 PRINT" THE ENEMY"
400 PRINT" "CHRS(27) "S_"CHRS(96)"A

'

,
1"

"CHR.(21) "Eh"

. .......

. .......

. . .. .. .

. . ....

410 PRINT"

2" ,

420 PJOINT" "CliRS(27) "Cbe
4"

430 PRINT" "CHRS(21)"Fd.
0"

440 fDRI-IT020oo,IFKEV'-"P"THENCALL£AOOl
450 NEXT,PLAVO,0,0,O,GOT090
900 S-£B400.91*8,f-£B4oo.125*8+7
910 FOR I-S TO F

'920 READ J,POKEI,J
930 NEXTI
940 RETURN
1000 DATA 0,0,0,0,15,25,63,63
1010 DATA 12,12,12,30,63,63,63,63
1020 DATA 0,0,0,0,60,38,63,63
1040 DATA 0,0,12,12,12,12,0,0
1050 DATA 0,0,0,0,63,29,lS,7'
1060 DATA 0,3,3,15,63,45,63,63
1070 DATA 0,0,0,0,63,46,60,56
1080 DATA 0,0,0,3,63,54,63,31
1090 DATA 32,32,32,48,63,54,60,S6
1100 DATA 0,3,3,51,51,63,63,63
1110 DATA 0,32,32,63,62,60,56,48
1120 DATA 0,0,0,3,15,63,63,63
1130 D~T~ 32,32,32,56,63,63,~3,63
1140 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,63,63,63
1150 DATA 0,7,7,7,63,29,15,7
1160 DATA 0,0,0,56,63,45,63,63
1110 DATA 0,0,0,0,63,46,60,56
1180 DATA 1,101,1,63,29,15,1
1190 DATA 0,0,0.56,63,41,63,62
1200 DATA 3,3,3,63,31,15,7,3
1210 DATA 32,32,32,39,39,63,63,63
1220 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,63,63,63
1230 DATA 1,1,1,1,63,63,6S,63
1240 DATA 0,0,0,0,48,63,63,63

,"

1250 DATA 1,~1,2.,15,60,22,37,4: ~

1260 DATA 0,8,18,13,44,18,4,0
1210 DATA 0,0,0,20,8,20,0,0
1280 DATA 0,6,15,31,31,15,15,7
1290 DATA 0,0,56,60;60,62,60,56
1300 DATA 7,15,15,1,3,0,0,0
1310 DATA 56,60,60,60,48,0,0,0
1320 DATA 0,0,12.12,12,12,18,33
1330 DATA 8,41,26,15,60,22,37,4
1340 DATA 0,8~18,13,44,18,4,O
1350 DATA 0,0,0,20,8,20,0,0
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THIS GAME RUNS on a 48K Oric-l and
involves attempting to torpedo as many ships
as possible before a depth charge finally
homes in on the last of a supply of five
submarines. There are four different types of
enemy each scoring a certain amount of points
when hit. Each type also moves at its own
speed. Once 15 ships have been destroyed,
then providing the player has not been killed
in the process, a new attack wave will start
together with an increase in difficulty.

'

The submarine sits on the second to bottom' '

line of the screen and is moved left using
cursor left, right using cursor down and a
torpedo can be fired using the space-bar.

To'enter the program, first type in the Basic
program in listing 1. This plays no part in the
aCtUalrunning of the game but merely defines
the graphics characters - 36 all together -
loads the machine-code, resets the high score,
and continually switches between the title

screen and the instructions calling the
machine code after the start key has been
pressed.

After this has been entered, save with:
CSAVE"DESTROYER" ,AUTO

Next the machine-code must be entered so
type New and enter the machine-code loader,
listing 2. '

The machine-code is listing 3 can now be
typed in a byte at a time. Note the hex
numbers do not need to be preflXed by a hash
character. To break out of the current mode of
operation on the loader, simply enter S.

As there is approximately 21hK of machine-
code to type in it will require a lot of time and
patience, so should you want to save the code
so far entered, use.

CSAVE"MC",A ~ AOOO,E~ AA53,AUTO
The' game is now complete and will run

automatically on
'

CLOAD "DESTROYER"



Miles Dunlop takes to Listing 2,

sea in an attempt to
160 ,\O:AD.. 1

t;:E:'" :.':-1;: !; ;';'E..;r. HASO-; CHARACTEr; 170 AD$=MIDSIHEXSCAD),:I

sink the fleet.
JI) REM *. r1ACH,NE CODE LOADER

** 180 GOT01:-!O
,I.,Ci..S 200 INPUT"ADDRESS";ADS
31) F'RINT"OPTIONS: -" 210 ,\D=\II\...( ",,"..AClS)
4(' plO:INT" 1 ENTEf;' CODE" 21:;. PRINTADs" :

Listing 3, ~)O ;:'RINT": - EXAMINE 1'1[11(1I:Y" 220 fORIzOT07

AOOO bO A9 01 20 ED Al A9 00 bO F'RIN,"3 - QI
JI''''

230 &T=PEEI(CAO..I)

A~)08 , A2 (J!- 90 00 (14 CA 10 F..
71) INPUT A 240 BTS:M,DSIHEXSCBT),2)

AOI0 A'~ <, 1 13(; \.1: 04 A9 fji)
8('

8<) .Lr A': 1 0:;- A)3 rHF';N 71.1 2~0 IfBTS.""THENBTS."OO"

All18 : 17 04 A9 01' 8D (1(1 04 A9 90 ON A COTD 1
(»(; I :(I(i. ::1(i.) 2bO IfLEN(&TS =lTHENBT'z"O"..BTS

A('20 : ()~. 8[) Of 0..: A9 1'(1 8D OE
l.:)(i INPU1''',\D:.IRESS'': ADS 270 PRINTE<T'"

A028 ; 04 20 1~' Al A9 f)(' A';: 03 lll' AD.:VAL
(

"E;" ..ADS) 280 NEXT!

A030 : AI) 00 2(; 3D Al A9 01 A2'
J.~\..J ~'RINTAD'"

, 290 PRINT

A038 : 12 Av 00 :(, :;'0 Al A9 02 130 INPUT BTS,IfE<TS="S"THEN30 29~t GETAS,ifASz"S"THEN30ELSEAD=AD..8:AOS=
A,)40 A: 1£1 AI) (1) 20 3(1 Al A2 140 BT=VALC "f;"..8T$) MIDSIHEXfIADi,:);GOT0215

A048 : (11 AO (10 A9 07 2(1 A2 A2 1 ~.(I POI<'EA(I, fiT 30(1 EN('
A,):.<) : C8 Cl) lA DO 1'8 A2 00 AO
A058 I 01 A9 Ib 20 A2 A2 C8 CC. A208 AI). 05 BD 00 04 18 69 30 ASSB ; 20 Al A3 C9 (11 [10 03 4C 47 [. !) ,',I' ; ::4 ;,1) lA ;;9 O~ 20
AI)60 : 0& Ltl) 1'8 A2 0(1 A(I 08 A9 A2E(I : 99 89 BB E6 86 EO 06 DO A5bO : C;7 Ab A9 ..6 20 Al A3 C9 A7E;) : OC AA 1:9 (11) 1'1) ';17 AD 08
A068 : 14 20 A2 A2 ca co lC DO A2E8 : n 68 AA b8 A8 b8 60 01 A566 : Cll (11) O:J 4L' OE Ab A9 2/3 A7E.8 I 02 C9 38 DO 01 60 AE .:.3
A(l70 ; 1'6 A2 00 AO 00 A9 10 20 A2FO : b4 03 32 04 48 .)8 46 09 A570 : 20 Al A3 C9 01 DO 03 4C A7FO : 04 AO lA A9 04 2(1 lC Ab

A078 ; A2 A2 8A A2 01 A(I lA 2() A2F8 I 9b 08 28 Ob 28 04 28 03 A,;.78 I 1~. A6 A9 (J~. A2 02 48 AC A7I'8 , AD 06 02 C9 AC HI i)E C9
A(>8.) : A: ,:.:z CS A9 1)7 2() A2 A2 A300 : 35 01 70 01 19 00 00 01 A580 I 10 1)4 89 00 CO 16 bD 76 A800 : B4 1'0 Ib C9 84 1'0 1£1 A9

A088 : A: (lb AO 03 A9 J (. ::0 3[1 A308 I 23 OC 23 03 23 OA 23 05 AS88 I 02 4A 4A 4A 4A 4A 18 69 A80B : 04 2(' 3[1 ,I'll 60 CA [(I (11

A090 : Al A:: OB AO 07 20 3D Al A310 : 23 08 23 Ob 64 00 00 20 A590 : (lC A8 68 20 3D Al 85 40 A81(. : (10 01 E8 8E 13 (14 4C (li

A098 I A2 10 AO 04 20 3(1 Al A2 A318 I OA A5 20 C4 A3 20 08 A7 A~.98 : 86 41 84 42 A5 50 8D H> A818 : A8 [8 [/;;
'-;'...'

l;(I r~. CA .IC
AOA.) . .H AO 02 20 3D Al CA AO A320 r 20 AF A8 20 55 A7 AD 08 A5AO , 04 AO 00 AD 12 04 85 43 A820 I 13 A8 AD 14 04 (I\.I EC, (8

AOA8 ;
'.'7 20 3D ,1,1 A2 lD AO 05 A~'28 , 02 C9 A9 DO 01 60 EA AI A5A8 I Cb 43 30 08 C8 C8 C8 C8 A8:?f\ I 8E 15 04 88 8C 16 04 A9

AOElO I 20 3D Al A2 .)C AO 09 A9 A3::!O I 00 04 AO 00 C6 DO fD CA A5BO I C8 4C A8 A5 EE 12 04 A5 A830 : 7A 20 A2 A2 A9 01 8D 14
AOB8 : 03 20 3D Al A(' OF 04 18 A~38 : DO FA 38 AD 10 04 E9 01 A5BB I 40 99 53 AA A5 41 99 56 A838 : 04 CA (,8 [\(; CA 20 9B FA

AOCO : 69 30 80 97 BB A2 00 AO A340 : 80 10 04 AD 11 04 E9 00 A5CO , AA AS 42 99 57 AA Ab 40 A840 : A2 00 AO 00 C8 (I<)
I'D Ee

AOC8 05 £19 Ob 04 18 69 30 9D A348 : 80 11 04 AD 18 04 C9 OF A~-: - 81::rT.C: .AS 99 ..'..JAPi J:(,
ll'l A848 I DO fA A2 00 AO 00 C8 [10

ACIDO : A() BB E8 68 EO 1)6 DO fl A3~.0 : DO C~. CE OD 04 DO OA EE A5DO I BI) Ob A9 00 99 54 AA bO A850 : fD E8 DO FA A9 03 A2 00

AOD8 I :0 01 A2 AD OC 04 18 b9 A35/3 : OD 04 AD OE 04 C9 14 90 ASD8 I A9 01 99 ~)4 AA 60 00 (;(J
A8~.8 : AO 01 21) 66 A2 AE J..,;) (14

AOEi) ; 31) 8D ')3 BD A(o 17 04 18 A360 08 A9 03 CE OE 04 CA DO A~EO : 00 00 00 04 02 01 03 04 A6bO I AO lA A9 04 :0 lC Ab CE
AO[8 : b9 30 8D 02 £<(0 A9 12 8(1 A3b8 I fA A9 00 2(J ED Al AD OC "~E8 : 02 01 03 A9 oe A2 24 4C A868 : Of 04 1'0 (lA A9 (11 20 E(;

AOFO ; 13 00.1 A2 12 AO lA A9 04 A370 : 001 18 b9 01 C9 OA fO 06 A5FO : 7E A~. A9 OB A2 24 4C 7E A870 ; Al b8 68 4C 29 AO A2 ~)O

A('F8 : 2r) 3(1 Al A9 00 8(1 14 04 A378 : 8D OC 04 4C 8C A3 AD 17
A5F8 : A5 A9 OA A2 24 4C lE A';. A878

.,,, 8[1 A3 A8 9(1 9~ E<(I E8 EO
Al.)O ; A9 i)(} 8D 12 IN A9 EE ~O A380 : 04 16 b9 01 80 17 04 A9 AbO.) I A9 09 A2 24 4C 7E A~. A9 A880 : OC 00 F5 A2 05 BD 06 04

Al08 : 10 04 80 11 04 A9 00 8D A388 I 00 8(1 OC 04 AD 16 04 C9 A608 I 08 A2 CJ2 4C 7E A5 A9 07 A8B8 DD Or) 04 90 08 DO 03 CA
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.ILIIE AiCTI.I' By James Groom

Welcome back to part two of our look at Oric-items available at online auction house ebay.
To recap, last time we looked at sales of the Oric 1 and Atn:l°s family of machines and talked
a little about some of the reasons for the prices that have been observed. All these reasons
are just as relevant to the subjects of this article -books, software and peripherals.

Lets look at books first. These are great things to buy online as you don't have to worry about
whether they will work or not. Just check the books condition which should be listed in the
item description and have a close look at the photo if you can. Books tend to survive
surprisingly well and are a good way to start off your ebay career. As my raw data for books is

much shorter than for the Oric machines themselves, I've
reproduced it here in full:

-
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GETTING THE
MOST FRDMYDUR

IRIC

THE INDISPENSABLE GUIDE TO
YOUR HOME COMPUTER
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Machine Code (Oric content)
An Introduction To Programming £1.00 £1.00 £1.00 1
The Oric 1
Atmos Programmer by
James & Gee
Games For Your Oric by
Peter Shaw
Made Easy -Using Your Oric £2.20 £2.20 £2.20 1
Atmos
Meteoric Programming by
J Vander Reyden
Sixty Programs For The Oric 1 £4.50 £4.00 £5.00 2
by Erskine, Walwyn, Stanley
& Bews
Oric 1 And How To Get The Most £5.10 £5.10 £5.10 1
From It by lan Sinclcrir

50 Programs For The Oric 1
An Introduction To 6502

Oric 1 BASIC Programming
Manual by Oric
Oric Atmos Manual by
lan Adamson
Oric Atmos Handbook by

,
~ Lupton & Robinson

Oric Atmos Sales Catalogue
Oric 1 BASIC Programming

. Manual
Oric 1 Companion
Oric Program Book
by Vince Apps

Average Low High No.
Price Price Price Seen
£5.50 £5.50 £5.50 1
£1.00 £1.00 £1.00 1

£2.70 £2.70 £2.70 1

£3.00 £3.00 £3.00 1

£3.00 £3.00 £3.00 1

£2.85 £1.71 £3.99 2

£32.99 £32.99 £32.99 1

£5.00 £5.00 £5.00 1

£4.70 £4.70 £4.70 1
£3.00 £3.00 £3.00 1

£3.50 £3.50 £3.50 1
£2.50 £2.50 £2.50 1

Very little analysis is needed here, as you can see that an



look can be expected to be sold for between £1 and £5. Note that there are at least two
ises of the Oric 1 Programming Manual, one spiralbound and one not -I see little point in

~tinguishing between the two, so they are lumped in together. You may have noticed while
i{oldng through the list that there is one major exception to the "up to a fiver" rule -an Oric

I4tmos manual which sold for £32.99! While this item was in good condition, such a price is
unprecedented, especially as most of you reading this article will have at least one of these
items. Admittedly, the Atmos manual is rarer than the Oric 1 manual, but I still find this result
bizarre. I had a quick look at the bid history for this particular auction and there were two or
three people tussling it out for this item who were prepared to pay wha t I consider to be well
over the odds for this item. Our editor, Steve Marshall, had also made some bids for the
manual, but he dropped out at quite an early stage -sensible chap! I can't imagine seeing an
Oric auction like this for quite a while, but I'll be interested to see how much the next Atmos

J.g

I ~J ;t"

manual goes for -I'm predicting a more normal value of around £5. When the regulars on the
Oric Internet newsgroup (comp.sys.oric) found out about the auction there were quite a
number of metaphorical gasps of astonishment, especially from one guy who'd recently given
two away at a recent computer meeting! I've given away 3 or 4 over the last few years, so I was
not too happy myself1 Ab well, we do it for the love of the Oric, not for profit......
Oric magazines are very rare. In fact, I have only seen one auction selling Oric magazines (not
including any in bundles -for those, see below):

£10 -Oric Owner Issues 2 - 10 inclusive.

Well, thats books and magazines looked at, what about software? Software is a bit more of a
gamble than books, as a good looking package does not guarantee that the item will work. On
the plus side, I can let you know that almost 20 years after they were recorded, around 99% of
the tapes I have obtained still work perfectly. The Oric's tape system is quite robust, despite
it's infamous loading troubles. One notable exception in my collection was a copy of ijK's
Draughts which turned out to be blank on both sides! Again, the raw data is short enough to
present here, so lets have a look:

Bozy Boa by CDS
Centipede by PSS
Oless by Oric Products
Draughts byijK

Average Low High No.
Price Price Price Seen
£2.01 £2.01 £2.01 1

£2.20 £2.20 £2.20 1
£2.00 ~~.OO £2.00 1
£1.d~ if.ob £1.00 1



£40 for a working model.

Interestingly, broken Orics are also in demand, although obviously not a.ttracting as high bids
as working examples (although a seller may get lucky). These are usually offered for possible
repair, spares reclamation or for display purposes. Have a look at these four examples, all the
machines mentioned being in a non-working condition:

Oric Atmos: £ 16
Oric Atmos: £26
2 broken Spectrums and
an untested Annos:
Oric I, Annos, ZX81 and
TSIOOO

£29

£39

And just to end our trip into the world of Antique Orics, have a look at this beauty:

Oric Annos (Boxed) and Oric I 16K
Working Atmos in excellent condition with its box in excellent condition. All leads, manuals,
power supply and introductory cassette. Oric I 16K working, but no box, leads or power
supply.

A rare Annos (because of the presence and condition of its box) and a rare Oric I 16K How
much did it go for? A cool, £255....

It is also worth relating this cautionary tale I heard recently on the radio. Demand for Sony's
new Playstation 2 is high, with very few available. As a result some people are selling them on
ebay for way above their original value to people who just can't wait. One recent auction was
as follows: "Playstation 2 box and receipt." The usual high value bids went in, with the winner
having bid a sum equivalent to several hundred pounds. When their goods arrived, they were
astonished to find an EMPTY Playstation 2 box and a receipt! Auctions are legally binding,
with the emphasis put on the buyer to ensure the goods are as described and suitable for what
they want, although there may be a case for fraud here. For those who did not read Frank's
remarks in our last edition about the value of clear and correct English, read the auction text
again -notice there is no comma after "Playstation 2". Caveat emptor......

The manual that so\d for £35.99 ~



(te Commander by IJK £1.33 £1.33 £1.33 1
,Aaxiansby 50ftek £4.00 £4.00 £4.00 1

jikier Attack by Durrell £1.99 £1.99 £1.99 1
JHouseOf Death QyTansoft £1.00 £1.00 £1.00 1
HWlchback by Ocean £1.20 £1.20 £1.20 1
Kilbum Encounter by Tansoft £3.00 £3.00 £3.00 1
Onc-Mon by Tansoft £1.20 £1.20 £1.20 1
Scuba Dive by Durrll £2.50 £2.50 £2.50 1
Teach Yourself Oric 1 BASIC £1.20 £ 1.20 £ 1.20 1
by Viscount software
illtima Zone by Tansoft
Xenon 1 by ijK
Totals:
Lowest Price:
Highest Price:

£3.00 £3.00 £3.00 1
£3.60 £3.00 £4.20 2
£2.11 14

£1.00
£4.20

"') l
-)

J #

Not much to say here really, expect to pay (or receive) between £ 1 and £4 for an individual
tape. Don't forget that I have not considered auctions where an item did not attract any bids or
make it's reserve (a minimum price that must be met for an auction to succeed). If you are a
seller, I'd recommend setting an initial reserve between SOp and £1 - that should attract a few
bidders. Try to take rarity into account too. Most Oric users will own at least one copy of
Xenon 1, so the demand for this item will be lower.111is has not been reflected in the above
chart, because I do not record auctions which attract no bidders -there have been one or two
Xenon 1 auctions which attracted no interest at all.

Actually seeing software available separately is unusual. You will usually see software for
auction in bundles - typically of about half a dozen to a dozen tapes. These bundles often
include books too. So far, this way of selling appears to have gone against the seller - the prices
attracted are usually about £ 1 per item in the bundle, allowing better value for money for the
buyer than many of the single tape or single book sales. Here are a few examples:
£36 - 69 Oric tapes, several books and a large collection of magazines (OUM, Your Oric, Oric
Owner, etc.).
£31 - 16 Oric tapes, including rarer items such as Bricky and Bozy Boa.
£16 -19 Oric tapes, including Franklins Tomb and The Valley.
£2.06 - 2 games, Draculas Revenge and Grail.

Finally lets take a look at some more hardware. First, peripherals. These add on devices seem
quite rare on their own. You may see the odd joystick interface bundled in with a collection,
but I have yet to see any peripherals sold on their own apart from the Oric MCP-40 4 colour

plotter. Here are the details in full:
£1 -Oric 1 MCP-40 Plotter. Working and including.
ribbon to connect to computer, but no paper or
pens. The paper holder and clear plastic cover
were also missing.
£26 -Oric 1 MCP 40 Plotter. Working, but no power
supply, interface cable or working pens.
£41 - Untested, but mint condition in its box,
including original plastic bags! Manual, pens etc.
all included.

Again, no analysis necessary. Expect about £20 -



Krystal WorldS by
J1irage So'f1:ware

The code word to move from Krystal 1 to Krystal 2 is DRON GALO.
In Krystal 2, fill the canister with water and fill the tube to get the
ring. Put coin in the slot. Read the scroll to resolve the demon
problem.
In Krystal 3, examine the rubble. Move the rock to find a hole.
Break the bottle while holding your breath. Examine the ship. Drink
the potion & go through the hole. Select archway & say the code
words DIEE ONRE.
In Krystal4, collect the bow & arrow, then fire at the target for a message & a ruby. Hold the mirror before facing
Medusa. By the chasm, rub the lamp.
You need the following items at the start of Krystal 5:
Helmet (worn), Amulet (worn), brick &ruby. .

Tie the rope to the grapnel hook. Insert the sphere in the socket. To get the rope, read the parchment. Throw rope to
ledge. Wake up by the barrier &insert brick.

.
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Labyrinth by Hebdogiciel
The complete solution: E, E, E, S, S, W, W, W, S, S, S, S, S, E, E, E, E, S, S, S, W, W, W, W, S, S, S, S, S, E, E, E, S, S,
S,S,S,S,E,E,E,S,S,S,E,E,E,N,N,N,N,N,W,W,W,N,N,N,N,N,E,E,E,E,E,N,N,N,E,E,E,E,E,N,N,N,N,
E,E,E,S,S,S,E,E,E,E,E,S,S,S,S,W,W,W,W,S,S,S,W,W,S,S,S,S,E,E,E,S,S,E,E,E,E,S,S,S.

Land O'f Illusion by Tanso'ft
To get through the door & into the tower: Go to the location outside Zed's house. Go North twice & you should find
the Elf. SAY HELLO & you will get the cloak. Then go to the shrine. WEAR CLOAK, TOUCH SHRINE, READ
INSCRIPTION. Note the code & then go to the door at the tower. SAY (code you wrote down) &the door will open. Go
up the stairs till they come to an end, make sure you are wearing the cloak & EAT MUSHROOMS.
TAKE BRANCH (from the Overgrown Path) & LIGHT BRANCH (at the shrine).
Go WEST from where you hear the sound of rushing water faintly. Look about and you will find some logs. PUSH
LOG and JUMP LOG to sail down river.
To get through another door, STRIKE DOOR (with the sword).

The Last Warrior by FGC
N, W, W, W, TAKE MIRROR, N, N, POIN MIRROR, DROP MIRROR, E, N, HUG WALL, TAKE KEY, S, S, E, N, W, TAKE
CLUB, E, S, W, W, S, TAKE KNIFE, E, E, E, ATTACK WARRIOR, DROP CLUB, N, N, W, W, CUT PLANT, DROP KNIFE,
TAKE SAP, TAKE SEED, DRINKSAP, EAT SEED, N, TAKE PURSE, S, E, S, S, S, S, S, S, E, E, N, N, N, E, N, TAKE
BOOMERANG,W, LOB BOOMERANG, DROP BOOMERANG, N, E, E, TAKE GLOVES, WEAR GLOVES, W, N, OPEN
TRUNK, DROP KEY, TAKE HELM,WEAR HELM, S, S, S, S, S, S, S, W, W, SEARCH CRATER, TAKE SANDALS, WEAR
SANDALS, N, N, N, W, W, TAKE TEETH, W, N, E, HUG WALL, E, SAY MAN,TAKE LAMP,W, S, S, E, N, EMPTY
FLASK, SEARCH WELL, TAKE CRUCIFIX,S, W (last two could be SW), W, N, TAKE SKIN, N, DROP ARMOUR, JUMP
RIVER, N, N, N, E, E, LOB LAMP, E, SCRAPE SKIN, TAKE SCALES, LOB TEETH, LOB SCALES, S, TAKE STATUE,
INSERT CRUCIFIX,ENTER PASSAGE.

Le Fer dlAMnukor (Tyrann 2) by Norso'f"t:

Follow this link to Simon's Oric Page. Now with an English translation I Well worth the journey. Excellent mapsl

Le Sceptre dlAnubis by Micro PrograMMeS
5

N , N , prendre boite , S , 0 , prendre lampe , allumer allumette (as much as needed, there's a random function which
breaks the match...)' allumer lampe' poser torche' poser fusil' poser decrypteur' poser boite' E' N' N' prendre
epee'S' S , E , monter escalier , couper toile , prendre clef' poser epee' descendre escalier , 0 I 0 , N I prendre
corde , 0 , appuyer soleil' N , 0 , ouvrir coffre , prendre verte , poser clef'S I
vider sac , prendre sac IN' E , S , S , E , E IN' N I descend re escalier I attacher corde , franchir fosse' N , N I offrir
verte , N , ouvrir multicolore , prendre sceptre' monter escalier , appuyer oeil' N , S. Thanks to Simon Guyart for
that one.

League ChaMPions by FGC
When you get a loan, enter a negative number ego -45515. Some versions are prone to giving a mixed up
hexadecimal figure for your cash balance effectively giving you infinite money.
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Lone Raider by Severn
For infinite lives, load the program, inhibit its auto-run and enter:
DOKE#8E86,#EAA9:POKE#8E88,3:CALL#6A02:CALL#9IEO
Alternatively (replace N with desired number of lives):
POKE#6A26,N:CALL#5FD

SO*"t:ware

Los"t: In Space by SalaMander SO*"t:ware
To get rid of the security robots, you must have the Black Ring obtained from The Arcade Machine after playing
a game of 'Awful Green Things'. To open the big red door, use the red disc with WAVE RED.

Magne1:iX by Mirage SO*1:ware
Level codes are:
Level 0 -None obviouslyl
Level 1 -8812.
Level 2 - N1CK (that's a one not an I)
Level 3 -D1CK
Level 4 -TECH
Level 5 -MYTH
Level 6 -FLUX
Level 7 -NOAH
Level 8 -MEGA

Manic Miner by SO*"t:ware
For infinite lives, load the program, inhibit its auto-run and enter:
DOKE#1259,#EAEA
or try:
DOKE#653,#EAEA:DOKE#611,#EAEA
or is it DOKE#683,#EAEA?
To suppress the grill:
POKE#6A83,#4C:DOKE#6A84,#600
To select screen:
POKE#5540,(No. of screen-1)
The next cheat is for users of Euphoric. Play the game & press F9 to dump
the current memory to disk. Now you can edit this memory &the number
of lives is stored at offset #47.

PrOjec"t:s

Maze Rally by FGC
CLOADas normal until the map of the maze is displayed then stop the tape and switch the computer off and
.t»~~l(~." -~a,i~.J;"~f!.r ~~Q~"" -,t:'~ _p'I-,~y-~.p~. W~~t:' ~~, _~M.i~ .f)~i~~~~ ~t:'~.r ~i~~~.r:! .P9~j;m~,.1J .f~.r6 .l.iy,.~ or
POKE7784,200 for infinite lives.
Rt~~.11 th, g!lm, wj~h CA~~ ~'§~ 9" th, Qrip 1 ()r Cl~~~ ~~~~.:~A~!-~!S~~9" th!t A~m9!5..

HeMos~rip by HicrOPUCe
To undress the girl, GOTO 6500

Mr WiMPY by
For infinite lives, load the program, inhibit its auto-run and enter:
POKE#4A3D,r where r \C126.
Other effects are as follows:
POKE 13319,96 will let you use the reset switch.
POKE 16887,96 will gjv~ you a faJt byt j~rky Q.m~..
For infinite lives type in the following program~
0 PAPER O:INK7:peKE 618,43
1 RELEASE:HIRES
2 CLOAD"":CLOAD""
3 POKE 16037,173
4 POKE 18405,173
5 TEXT:CALL11776
You will lose 1 life but no more.

Ocean

MuShroOM Mania by
For Infinite lives, load the program, inhibit it's auto-run and enter:
POKE#1259,#EAEA:POKE#125B,#EA

Arcadia

---
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Af~w yearsago, prog-rock '~x-cqs~' an~ putV~yorof offctl-fjll~~~u~g~m~t pro~uds Steve M~tSh~1I wrote ~
series of qrtices in O. V.M.; 'The A-Z of comput~tS'. Aft~r ~ bit of a chat ~t th~ Oric meet, I've be~n inspire~ to
40 a similararticle, but this time, for games consoles (which weren't covere~). This list will be by no m~ans
complete, as there are just too many machines, most of which ar~ clones of others, an~ foreign vqtiations of
the sClme.Also, paNG machines Citenot inclu4e~, as they are 'Hxe~-gClme' machines. Only mClchineswith
interchangeable software is incluclecl here. The information here is to the best of my knowlec!ge. If you have
more accurate information, pleClsefeel /tee to corred me.

141'-
The first home console ever to be produced, and pre-dating the
nearest competition by a year is the 'FAIRCHILD CHANNEL F'. The
Channel F, looks a lot like a 1970s 8-track player (which is no bad
thing...right kids?) - The power supply and controllers are hard-wired
to the console.

There was a smoked f
plastic lid that hid the J
controllers and a dust'
cloth inside, and the

~~;,. ~;i~a~~~.
a

:~~:o~~
design changes and variations of this machine came out, including the
Channel F system 2, The Luxor entertainment system (in Sweden),
The Grandstand (in the UK), and the Saba Videoplay & ITT Tele-match
Processor in Germany. I can't tell you anything about the specs of this
machine, other than it's far inferior technically to the Atari 2600. There
are no less than 26 different cartridge games released, though there
are more if you count different country variations of the same titles. I'd
imagine that this thing is very hard to find indeed - I've never seen
one.

14117
.;t~~'<. The RADOFIN Programmable Video game, released in 1977 under.

"
";f,~ several guises, including Acetronic MPU-2000, Prinztronic, Fountain

: 1392 and Hanimex (none of which were popular).

1977, while being a good year for the Sex Pistols,
was not a good year for trees, as more were felled
to produce consoles such as the BALL Y
ASTROCADE, and the ATAR12600. Today's
console owners have to put up with mis-aligned
lasers, and overheating processors. In those days,
major hazards included woodworm and dutch elm
disease.
Unless you're extremely lucky, you'll not find one of
these in the UK, as I don't believe there were any
European variations of this USA machine. The
specifications seem quite good for the year though:
160x102 pixel resolution in 8 colours, or a very
respectable 320/204 with expanded RAM.

Over the few years that this machine was in circulation, a total of 33
different cartridge games appeared for it, including Chess,
Backgammon, Invaders etc. I recently auctioned some carts for this
machine on eBay, though they didn't go for much :(
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The machine featured 3 channel sound with noise and vibrato, a Z80 CPU running at 3.5 MHz, 8K ROM,
4K RAM, 4 controller ports, and a port for expansion and one for a light pen. Of course, by the early 80s,
this sort of specification would be very outdated, but imagine the cost of a computer with that sort of spec

in 1977? It makes me wonder why this
machine wasn't more successful than
the competition at the time...

For most of us in the UK, RCA is a
cheesy record label that hosted nasty
noisy subversive pop-acts like 'Elvis
Presley', 'Jim Reeves' and 'The Sweet',
but of course they're one of the USA's
larger electronic companies, and they
made a console of their own! The RCA
Studio 11, carries on the companies
motto of cheesiness, by producing a
thing that looks a bit like a 1970s
phone answering machine with integral
teasmade and Xpelair. With 20,000 bits
of memory, and built around the RCA
Cosmac 1802 processor, the system
had around 17 games until it's demise.

Some say the system failed, due to the success of Atari's 2600 console, but I believe it's demise was due
to it's extremely poor beverage making facilities.

Next we come to the GRANDFATHER of modern games playing as we know it. The Atari 2600 or VCS as
it was known in some places, IS, alongside the Playstation, Gameboy, and NES, one of the most popular
home consoles of all time. With over 1000 available cartridges, you have probably the largest range of
games for any cartridge based system. A whole network has arisen dedicated to the collecting and trading
of 2600 stuff, and you only have to type in ATARI 2600 into EBAY.CaMs search engine, to bring up many
pages of listings. The commonest titles being available for as little as $0.25, with collectable rare titles
fetching hundreds of dollars on auction. There's even a BASIC programming cart out there, though you're
limited to a program no longer than 9 lines of code (the maker's didn't expect anyone to want to write a
program larger than this).

Although popular, the 2600 was surprizingly limited. Based around a 6507 CPU running at 1.19MHz, and
with just 128 bytes of RAM, the stats are hardly awesome. The cartridges had an early maximum size of
4K too, until tricks were found to exploit this. One channel sound, nasty graphics, not to mention those
hideous joysticks... It's not all bad news though.

The 2600 must hold the record for the longest commercial life of a games console, with it lasting into the
90s, with numerous face-lifts (4 switch, Junior, 7800 etc). New 'home-brew' games are coming out all the
time, thanks to a resurgence in interest due to the internet and emulators. The Atari 2600 developers
manual is freely available, and anyone who wants to, can have a go at making a 2600 game, and there are
lots of programming resources, and even a disassembled (and documented) source code version of
Combat kicking around the net.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW,..

NEXT INSTALLMENT:
THE PHILIPS VIDEOPAC G7000 is RELEASED! NO-ONE AT THE TIME BATS AN EYE-LID AT THE GAME
UNFORTUNATELY TITLED 'POCKET BILLIARDS'....
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Rhetoric # 1 4
Bria n K idd (b.k idd @ntIVv'Orld.com ) ) .

49 Harlequin Drive)Allt-yr-yn)NeVvport. S .Wales . NP20 SGJ
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1) 6 P on aPT = 6 POCKETS on a POOL TABLE
32 P on a C = 32 POINTS on a COMPASS
3 Fin a Y = 3 FEET IinaY A R0
6 S on a S = 6 SIDES on a SNOWFLAKE
3 C in a F = 3 COINS in a FOUNTAIN
13 M in a L Y = 13 MONTHS in a LUNAR YEAR
12 S on a D = 12 SIDES on a DODECAHEDRON

2) Spot n",e d iffere nces ......

~~,_x
X\ '~:~'.' .
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3) Name the Song:
Knocking on Heavens Door

x
X

4) Fence Painters :

Only Muso could corne up with
«3 ho urs ) as they) d c hat and
ha ve a few tea breaks « !

-~ .A.ctua I a nsvver is 48 tv1in utes .
. '. , "-":""- ,..:

._~_..",

The answers to last issues posers are given above. Thanks to
MUSOl Hen r ik and J e a n B. for try in g t his t i tYlear 0 u n d .

I ov,/e a big apology to those who last a prize last issue
I for I

have only just remembered that I must post them to you. So vvith
this issue, your prizes should attached. I hope you enjoy

I and
can finej time to continue to enter my posers.
Ttli:3 is sue I I ~N iI1 sup ply a my s t e ry p riz e I 'vVhie h I a m will in g to
post to bott'1 UK and rest of Europe. For a chance of 'winning

I

send in your ans'vvers to the posers on the following page
I plus

you r re que s t for the p riz e Ish 0 u Id you bel u ck:y e n 0 u g h tow in.
Entries can be by conventional post

I or email .

A big SOrT'}a Iso) for the poor q ua Iity of some of the grap hies
.' fo u nd 0 n my

pages of last iss ue - pri nter prob lems th is end) led to too Iig ht a copy for the
copier to reproduce an acceptable page quality .
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~1he.t,)ric # 14
E:ri::j.n Kidd (' b.k idd@ntlvv'orld.com ') J.. -- .
4~~ H:3.t"lequin Drive.,A"t-yr-~'n.J~evvport . S .VI/ales . HP20 5G.J

'1) \¥hich is the odd one out? :

D. Trips ~~~
~;~

C. Seals

2) In a 7 t"lorse race
J a bookmaker rlas laid the foIIO'~.vingo~jds on six of the

t-Ion::e:::
~.~o.1 - Breezer
Ho. 2 - Speedy
t.,~o.3 - Ta ile nder

No. 4 - Napster
f.io. 6 - Lucky
~~o.7 - Odd Man Out

: 4 to 1 against
: 4 to'1 aqainst
: 4 to'1 aqainst
: 5 to 1 against
: Eito 1 against
: ???'(??????

\"'/rlatodds should be given to "Odd tv1anOut' in order to give hirnself
approx imate Iy 20% marg in of profit?

3) DiPP~iDa isy
J is try ing to fi11her bath. S he has both taps turned 0 n fu 11

J but
rlas ace ide nta Ily' left 0 ut the plug. Horma Ily.the hot vvater tap takes '10
rninutes to fillthe bath

.'
and the cold vvater tap takes 8 minutes.

HO"."'leverJthe vvater ernpties 0 ut thro ug h the plug ho le in 5 m in utes .

HO'",\,'10ng wi 11it take for tt1e bath to fi11?

4) "'/Vitt1a pair of 1 0 - sided dice ( Decadice )
J 'what are tt1e odds of scoring at

least '13 in 0 ne throw of the pa ir . Furthermore
.' 'what are the odds of scori ng

exacl~i thirteen \Niththe same one throvv'of the die?

5) U::;ing six mate t1sticks 0 nIy
J create three sq uares of eq ua Isize. ( Th is 0 ne

calls for a bit of lateral thinking. ) .


